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Dear Middle-Level Members and Advisers: 

     The state officer team has loved hosting virtual Spring

competitions. While you have been competing we have been

hosting workshops and meeting members from across the state. 

 We appreciate all the dedicated members who attended

workshops and gave their time and energy to compete. We love

meeting all of you and learning about why you joined FBLA.

Hopefully, you all learned more about competing from spring

competition and are getting ready for state. While state

competition will also be online we plan on having more

engaging activities and opportunities to meet other members. 

     If you have any questions or suggestions email me at

boston.siddoway@azfbla.org!

VP of Middle-Level Development 
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February 1-28: National CTE Month

 

February 1 - 

 

Spring LifeSmarts Competition begins

 

Spring Stock Market Game begins Spring

 

 Virtual Business Finance Challenge

begins 

Spring Virtual Business Management

Challenge begins

 

SLC Registration begins

 

February 14-21: FBLA Week

 

February  6 - Spring Competition 3

 

February 13 - Middle-Level Spring

Competition 

 

February 15 - Registration for SLC opens

 

March 19 - SLC Registration Closes 
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NEXT?NEXT?

  
WHAT'S

      You've competed in Spring
Competition. What's Next? 

      Now it's time to practice and
perfect. Over the next few months,
competitors should be preparing for
state. This includes reviewing
feedback as recommended in the next
article. After reading through your
feedback from state it's time to
implement change and practice. In
order to compete your chapter will
also need to be registered. Remind
your advisors that registration opens
February 15 and closes March 19th.
After you are registered your advisor
will receive more information
regarding the specifics of state
competition and what your schedule
will look like.

State competition will be held through a
virtual platform with workshops,
competitions, and opportunities to connect
with members across the state.



USING FEEDBACK EFFECTIVELY!
       

     Most members who compete in a graded competitive event, receive a rubric

that details what they did well and what they can improve on, so that they can

do better in the future. These comments can sometimes be overlooked or hard

to interpret. However, feedback - no matter how small - is extremely vital for

learning and growing one’s capabilities. When the rubrics are passed back to

members, the first thing one should do is to find each section they did not

receive full points in and analyze why that was so. For example, if one is

competing in ML Career Presentation and got a 3 instead of a 10 in delivery, they

should think about the things they did not do that would have enabled them to

score higher. This way one will be able to pinpoint the key areas they

need to improve upon. Sometimes it can be hard to interpret the feedback given

with the score. For example, some students may not know what using a “variety

of formatting” looks like. Simply understanding the rubric language better, is also

a great way to improve in a section. Students should go through their rubric and

highlight vocabulary or concepts they are not familiar with and use resources (i.e.,

advisors, preceding members, azfbla.org, or fbla-pbl.org) to research their

meaning.

      Judges also sometimes leave little critiques at the end of rubrics for members

to take advantage of. These notes can be very helpful and sometimes are the key

to winning in an upcoming conference. Members should read these and think of

ways they can incorporate these tips in the future. For example, some judges may

note that members should focus on maintaining eye contact and talking louder

during a presentation. The next step a member should take in this scenario is to

practice public speaking and improve on their delivery before the next

conference. This way they are can effectively use the feedback to their advantage

and improve. It’s good to note that not all judges think the same, for instance, a

judge at the regional level can be more lenient than a judge at the state level. As

a result, members should try reflecting and giving themselves feedback as well, in

order to anticipate harsher critiques. 

     No matter where one is in preparing for their event/conference, members

should always keep previous feedback in mind. Whether one is preparing for

state after regionals, or didn’t do well at state and wants to improve next year,

understanding what one did wrong and where they can improve is always

important.

by Chiamaka Nwazue


